About us
Sela, an Azure Expert MSP and Microsoft Partner of the Year, is a market leader in Azure
solutions since 2008, with the vision of bringing the most advanced knowledge in various
technologies to the industry, with emphasis on practicality and quality.
Sela has over 500 employees worldwide and is active in Israel, Canada, the USA, Singapore, and
India, and supports more than 800 customers globally.
We are promoting a unique End-to-End Managed Service Provider - 360 degrees solution,
utilizing our expertise in IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS realms.
Sela has an active part of Azure Accelerator Worldwide, support dozens of azure
implementations worldwide in a variety of organizations, leading cloud webinars and events.
We provide End-to-End solution using our group of senior consultants in different disciplines:

CLOUD DEVELOPMENT ARCHITECTURE
Amongst Sela's cloud experts are - Software Development Architects, Infrastructure experts,
DevOps, and Data experts (DB, BigData, and more).
As Azure Expert Managed Service Provider, we offer our expertise to help structure the most
suited cloud solution for you, whether it be PaaS or IaaS, which of the available platforms and
services are best for your specific needs from a technical and business perspective (Database,
Storage, Cache, Authentication, Queue and more) — planning a scalable system considering your
vision and future prospected needs, all the above - encapsulating best practices.

INFRASTRUCTURE AND NETWORK IN AZURE
Using Sela Cloud Solution Provider Program, your organization may leverage its IT services and
extend far beyond current capabilities. Using various scenarios, you may choose to:
 Extend your network using a secure connection.
 Create a DR solution using Azure Sites Recovery.
 Create a testing environment for various servers.
 Transform your IT from an expenditure only unit to a revenue engine.

DATA SOLUTIONS IN AZURE
Storage – Single file repository (Scalable on demand)
Azure Data Services- Azure data suite – store and process mass data using Databricks,
Azure Data Factory, Managed SQL DB, and Azure Data Explorer.
 Document DB - NoSQL database, specifically designed to store single documents (any
JSON representation)
 Machine Learning – Use of intrinsic statistical algorithms to automatically generate addvalue information out of your existing data for reasons such as – prediction.



We will help select the best-suited solution for your business and security needs while
maintaining a constant and constructive dialogue with your organizations' vision.

AZURE UTILIZATION
Having the most experienced and accomplished experts on the subject matter, Sela's finest will be
at your service to fine-tune your Azure utilization.
With an active approach by participating in various Microsoft worldwide activities, our MVP's
Solution and Azure Insiders will always have the best and most accurate information for your
needs.
Our experts have been occupied with all-type of the cloud-technology stack for our customers in
recent years, from the design stage till the implementation and maintenance on-going process. As
part of our services, all our past knowledge will be at your service while improving your daily
outcomes.

AZURE SECURITY
Maintaining a secure and regulated cloud environment can be a challenging task. Today's
organizations face a vast amount of security-related data.
Our experts provide security assessment services and best practices to help mitigate securityrelated issues in your Azure environment and make sense of the considerable amount of data
gathered by security products. We offer some but not limited to the following service:
 Azure sentinel best practices and implementation
 Azure governance enforcement
 Security workshops and environment assessments
 M365 security products

VISIT OUR WEBSITE: http://msp.sela.co.il/

